Data Sharing Statement


**Data**

**Data available:** Yes  
**Data types:** Deidentified participant data  
**How to access data:** This trial is registered on Clinicaltrials.gov (NCT05358990), and the trial protocol is available on medRxiv ([https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.05.09.22274842](https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.05.09.22274842)). Additional data including the survey questions, recruitment flyer, and the interview guide are available in the Supplementary Material. Trial data requests for any purpose are considered and can be initiated by contacting schuneh@mcmaster.ca.  
**When available:** With publication

**Supporting Documents**

**Document types:** Informed consent form  
**How to access documents:** In Supplementary Materials.  
**When available:** With publication

**Additional Information**

**Who can access the data:** Researchers whose proposed use of the data has been approved.  
**Types of analyses:** Descriptive  
**Mechanisms of data availability:** After approval of a proposal